In this paper we introduce and study the idea of touching sets via connectedness in a generalized topological frame work.
Introduction
As a topological concept connectedness is of somewhat different character than most other important concepts in topology. Roughly speaking, a connected space is one which can not be represented as the sum of two pieces far from each other. As simple as the concept of connectedness appears, it has profound implications in topology for its applications in various domains. In this paper we introduce and study the notion of touching sets through set theoretic context via connectedness in a generalized topological framework mspace [9] . Our treatment is straight forward in the sense that we keep ourselves not to detrack from the usual notion of connectedness in Point-Set Topology. Moreover, the advantage of considering our study through m-structure is that one can get easily the reflection of our exposition in other particular spaces of which m-space is a generalization through a single attempt.
To access our work easily we recall some basic definitions and results, for details of which we refer to [3] , [5] , [7] , [9] . Throughout the paper (X, m X ), (Y, m Y ) stand for m-spaces with minimal structures m X , m Y defined on X, Y respectively. Also N, R are respectively the set of all natual numbers and the set of all reals, P (X) is the class of all subsets of X, φ being the empty set.
Preliminaries
Definition 2.1( [7] , cf. [9] ) Let X be a non-empty set. A subfamily m X of P (X) is called a minimal structure ( briefly m-structure) on X if φ, X ∈ m X . The pair (X, m X ) is called a space with minimal structure m X or simply an m-space. Each member of m X is called an m X -open set and complement of an m X -open set is called an m X -closed set.
Remark 2.1.Topological spaces [6] , supra-topological spaces [8] , abstract spaces [1] , Alexandroff spaces [2] are all m-spaces, but not conversely as (X, m X ) where X = [0, 1] and m X = X, φ, [ 1 8 , 1 2 ], [ 1 4 , 2 3 ] is an m-space, which is not any one of the above mentioned spaces. Definition 2.2. [7] For a subset A of X in (X, m X ), the m X -closure of A and the m X -interior of A are defined as follows:
Lemma 2.1. [7] For subsets A and B of X in (X, m X ) the following results hold:
Remark 2.2. In topological spaces, the converse of Lemma 2.1. (2) is also true. But for an m-space (X, m X ), which is not a topological space the converse of Lemma 2.1. (2) is not necessarily true as shown by the example:
we consider the space (X, m X ), where X = {a, b, c}, m X = {X, φ, {a}, {b}}. Now m X -Cl{c} = {c} and m X -Int{a, b} = {a, b} though {c} is not m X -closed and {a, b} is not m X -open.
To overcome these limitations and for the need to extend our study we consider the following notions:
Remark 2.3. From Lemma 2.1(1), Lemma 2.1(2) and above example it follows that complement of an m X -pseudo-open set is m X -pseudo-closed and conversely; and every m X -open (m X -closed) set is m X -pseudo-open (m X -pseudo-closed) but not conversely. Also Lemma 2.1 (6) implies that for A ⊂ X, m X -Cl(A) and m X -Int(A) are respectively m X -pseudo-closed and m X -pseudo-open sets.
Theorem 2.1. [9] For a function f : (X, m X ) → (Y, m Y ) the following properties are equivalent:
Definition 2.6. [5] In (X, m X ) two non empty subsets A and B of X are called m X -separated if there exist m X -neighbourhoods U of A and V of B such that
Definition 2.7. [5] A subset A of X in (X, m X ) is called m-connected in X (or simply m-connected) if A is not the union of two nonempty m X -separated subsets of X. Thus a nonempty set A is m-connected if and only if
is not m-connected in X, then we say A is m-disconnected in X and write A = P/Q, where P and Q are m X -seperated sets such that A = P ∪ Q. A space (X, m X ) is called m-connected if the underlying set X is m-connected. 
is m-connected if and only if the following condition is fulfilled:
If C is contained in the union of two m X -separated sets A and B, then either
Theorem 2.6. [5] If E is an m-connected subset of X in (X, m X ) and C is any subset of X such that E ⊂ C ⊂ m X -Cl(E), then C is also m-connected.
Theorem 2.7. [5] In (X, m X ) the union of any family of m-connected subsets of X having a nonempty intersection is an m-connected set.
Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.1(4).
Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 2.8.
Touching Sets in m-spaces
In this section we explore the idea of touching sets in m-spaces via connectedness.
Definition 3.1. In (X, m X ), a point x ∈ X is said to touch a set A ⊂ X, if there is a nonempty subset C of A such that {x} ∪ C is m-connected, the point x being called a touching point of A. The set of all touching points of A is denoted by t(A). Subsets A and B of X are said to touch if there is a point x ∈ A ∪ B which touches both A and B and in this case we say that A and B have Touch relation among them.
Remark 3.1. The empty set can not have any touching point so that t(φ) = φ, and if x ∈ A, x is a touching point of A so that t(X) = X. Example 3.1. We consider the m-space (X, m X ), where X = {a, b, c, d}, m X = {X, φ, {a}, {b}, {c, d}}. For A = {a, b, c}, d is a touching point of A as {c} ⊂ A and {c} ∪ {d} = {c, d} is m-connected. The disjoint sets B = {a, c} and C = {b, d} touch as the point d ∈ B ∪ C touches both B and C. But B = {a, c} and D = {b} do not touch. In the space (X, m X ), where X = {a, b, c, d}, m X = {X, φ, {a.b}, {a, c}}, t(E) = {a, b, d} and t(F ) = {a, c, d} for E = {b} and F = {c}. Thus a and d are the only touching points of both E and F . But a, d / ∈ E ∪ F . So E, F do not touch though they have common touching points.
Remark 3.2. Above illustration furnishes the following important informations for touching sets.
• Two subsets of X having non empty intersection always touch.
• Two disjoint sets may or may not touch.
• Two sets having common touching point may not touch.
Proof. The proof is omitted. Remark 3.5. Every topological space is an m-q-directed space, but an m-space, which is not a topological space may not be an m-q-directed space as shown by the following example.
Example 3.4. We consider the m-space (X, m X ), where X = {a, b, c, d}, m X = {X, φ, {b, d}, {a, d}, {c, d}, {a, b, c}}. Clearly (X, m X ) is not a topological space. We take A = {a}, B = {c}, N = {d}. It can be verified that A, B are m X -separated sets and A, N are also m X -separated sets, but A, B ∪ N are not m X -separated sets. Thus (X, m X ) is not an m-q-directed space. Now we have the following proposition. In the following proposition we study components in the light of Touch relation.
Proposition 3.3. In (X, m X ) the union of any family of m-connected sets with the property that one of the members of the family touches every other member is m-connected. Proof. The proof follows from Proposition 3.1(iii) and and Theorem 2.7.
An important assertion in topological spaces related to connectedness is explored in the following corollary: Corollary 3.2. In (X, m X ) the union of any family of m-connected subsets of X with the property that one of the members of the family intersects every other member is m-connected. Proof. The proof follows from Proposision 3.3. Example 3.6. We consider the m-space (X, m X ), where X = {a, b, c, d}, m X = {X, φ, {b}, {a, b}, {c, d}, {d}}. Now {a}, {b}, {c}, {d}, {a, b} and {c, d} are the only non empty m-connected sets in X. So A = {a, b} and B = {c, d} are the only m X -components in X. Clearly A and B do not touch and A and B contain all their touching points as A ∩ B = φ, t(A) = A and t(B) = B.
Example 3.7. In Example 3.6, we take A = {a, b} so that t(A) = A. So A is m X -t-closed. Also X − A = {c, d} is m X -t-open. Again we take B = {b, c}. Clearly t(B) = X and so B is not m X -t-closed and X − B == {a, d} is not m X -t-open.
Remark 3.7. Proposition 3.4 (ii) shows that m X -components of X are m X -t-closed sets. 
The behaviour of c * -continuous mapping with respect to Touch relation is studied in the following proposition.
. Then there exists a non empty set
Definition 3.5. In an m-space (X, m X ), the m X -t-closure of a set A, denoted by A, is defined as A = {F ⊂ X : t(F ) = F, A ⊂ F }.
The proof is omitted.
Remark 3.9. The union of two m X -t-closed sets is not necessarily m X -t-closed, which is shown by the following example.
Example 3.8. We consider the space (X, m X ), where X = {a, b, c, d}, m X = {X, φ, {d}, {a, b}, {a, c}, {b, c}, {b, c, d}}. We take A = {a, d} and B = {a, b, c}. Both A and B are m X -t-closed and A ∪ B = X is also m X -t-closed. Again we take C = {a, d} and D = {c, d}. Both C and D are m X -t-closed, but C ∪ D = {a, c, d} is not m X -t-closed.
In the following proposition we studied when union of two m X -t-closed sets is m X -t-closed. Proposition 3.7. Let (X, m X ) be an m-q-directed space and let A, B ⊂ X be m-connected. Then if A, B are m X -t-closed, A ∪ B is also m X -t-closed. Proof. The proof is omitted. Proposition 3.8. Let A ⊂ X in an m-space (X, m X ) and x ∈ X. Then x ∈ A if and only if every m X -t-open set containing x intersects A. Thus
Proof. The proof is omitted.
Remark 3.10. Converse of Propositions 3.9(i) and 3.9(ii) are not necessarily true as shown by the following example. Example 3.9. In Example 3.8, let A = {a, c}. Then t(A) = {a, b, c} = A. Thus t(A) and A are m-connected, though A is not m-connected.
In the following proposition we sorted out the condition for holding the equality in Proposition 3.6 (v) . Proof. The proof is omitted.
(iii) an m X -limit point of A is a touching point of A. Proof. The proof is omitted.
Remark 3.11. For an m-connected set A ⊂ X in an m-space (X, m X ), m X -Cl(A) may be a proper subset of t(A) as shown by the following example: Example 3.10. We consider the m-space (X, m X ), where X = {a, b, c} and m X = {X, φ, {a}, {a, b}, {b, c}}. We take A = {c}, which is m-connected. Then t(A) = {b, c} and m X -Cl(A) = {c}, a proper subset of t(A).
Remark 3.12. The converse of Proposition 3.11 (ii) is not necessarily true as shown by the following example. Example 3.11. In Example 3.10, A = {b} is m X -pseudo-closed, though it is not m X -t-closed.
In the following Proposition we explore the sufficient condtion for touching of two non empty sets. Prposition 3.12. Let A, B ⊂ X in (X, m X ) such that A ⊂ m X -Cl(B), B being m-connected. Then A, B touch. Proof. We have A ⊂ m X -Cl(B) ⊂ t(B), by Proposition 3.11 and so x ∈ A ⇒ x ∈ t(B) ⇒ x touches B. Also by Proposition 3.1(i) x ∈ A ⇒ x touches A. Now x touches both A, B and x ∈ A ∪ B. So A, B touch.
Touching Sets Via Separation Axioms
We here study various features of Touching sets within the frame work of m-T 1 -spaces. Theorem 4.1. In (X, m X ), if A ⊂ X is m-connected and x is an m X -limit point of A then A ∪ {x} is also m-connected in X. Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 2.6. Remark 4.2. A touching point x of a set A ⊂ X in an m-T 1 -space (X, m X ), may not be an m X -limit point of A as shown by the following example.
Example 4.2. We consider the m-T 1 -space (X, m X ), where X = {a, b, c, d} and m X = {X, φ, {b}, {a, d}, {c, d}, {b, c}, {a, b}}. We take A = {a, b, c} so that t(A) = A. Now a is a touching point of A, but not an m X -limit point of A, though (X, m X ) is an m-T 1 -space.
In the following Proposition we sorted out that in an m-T 1 space X, members of t(A), which are non members of A are exclusively m X -limit points of A.
. For x ∈ X, x is a touching point of A such that x / ∈ A, implies x is an m X -limit point of A. Proof. The proof is omitted.
Remark 4.3.
In an m-space, which is not m-T 1 , a touching point x of A which does not belong to A may not be an m X -limit point of A as shown by the following example. Example 4.3. In Example 4.1, clearly a, b, c are the only touching points of A = {b}. Now a is a touching point of A and a / ∈ A, but a is not an m X -limit point of it, which shows that condition in Proposition 4.3 are necessary conditions. Remark 4.4. If A is m-connected and A ⊂ B ⊂ A in an m-space (X, m X ), then B need not be m-connected as shown by the following example. Example 4.4. We consider the m-space (X, m X ), where X = {a, b, c, d} and m X = {X, φ, {b, d}, {a, d}, {a, c, d}, {b, c, d}}. It can be verified that X is the only m X -t-closed set. So A = X for any non empty subset A of X. We now take A = {a} and B = {a, c}. Now A = X. Therefore A ⊂ B ⊂ A, where A is m-connected. But B = {a, c} is not m-connected in (X, m X ).
But we have the following result analogous to Topological spaces related to connectedness. In an m-T 1 -space (X, m X ), if every x ∈ B touches an m-connected set A ⊂ X and y ∈ X touches B, then y touches A. Proof. The proof is omitted.
Conclusion
We conclude that the emergence of topological notion connectedness (in a generalized frame work) helps us to introduce and study intensively the notion of 'Touch relation among Sets'(a parallel concept of touch relation among geometrical objects) in m-spaces having generalized structures. We consider our study in m-spaces with an objective that one can be benefitted to have a Ka-leido-scopic view of our exposition in other spaces also of which m-space is a generalization at a single attempt.
